of stern, uniformed political movements was not far away" (39). And when black popular culture is posited as sameness of identity based on the black body, there is an element of fascism present. Gilroy asserts that in segregating the black race and asserting its superiority, some black cultural icons are not that far removed from the Nazis and Fascists. He provides the examples of Ice Cube (the rapper/actor), and Marcus Garvey and the UNIA: “The chain of fundamental(ist) meanings established here—strength, masculinity, fraternity, self-reliance, discipline, hierarchy—is articulated above all though and by appeals to the value of racial purity” (216).

Gilroy’s solution to this “crisis of raciology” is to look to the future, to the world of science fiction perhaps. When race truly is an irrelevant concept, and all the people on the planet are various shades of brown, we will not be able to ascertain, based on how someone looks, which identity they claim. This fluidity of identity will be a characteristic common to all, if they have sufficient funds to shape or buy new identities through globalized consumerism. But as Gilroy argues, “sameness becomes difference” (100) and new groups are found/created every week against whom innovative discriminatory approaches are leveled. Once we get to Gilroy’s post-race era, the new discrimination, equally insidious, will be against those “others” we have not yet identified.

Camille Isaacs
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This is a useful and fascinating book. The diaspora to which it refers is “the forced displacement of Africans that was initiated by the European slave trade, perpetuated through colonial governments, and continued through global economic and military control by the United States and other Western powers,” with a consequent “proliferation of distinct African-related cultures” (136). The volume’s sub-title expresses both Professor Chinosole’s view of “Skin as representative of racial consciousness […] that taut […] site […] on which is tapped individual and communal expression of self” (152),
and Harriet Jacobs' cry, “What tangled skeins, are the genealogies of slavery” (*African Diaspora* 157). Its nine chapters analyze nine important autobiographies by writers of the African diaspora, five men and four women, from Equiano and Harriet Jacobs (in 1789 and 1859) to Agostinho Neto in 1963 and Evelyn Williams in 1993. Most of these autobiographies were written in English prose, but one (Neto’s) was written in Portuguese poetry.

The eleventh volume in the San Francisco State University Series in Philosophy, whose general editor is Anatole Anton, *African Diaspora and Autobiographies* is a handsome, slim paperback designed both for general readers and for students and teachers “in African American and African diaspora studies, cultural studies, anti-colonial discourse, literary theories of autobiography, Black womanist theory, and modern multicultural philosophy” (xi). It should also be useful for courses in American literature and narrative. Although the work includes sophisticated and original theoretical analysis, it is also an attractive introduction to the history of Black autobiography, a refreshing view of American (as well as other diasporic) literary history, and an excellent companion to the nine texts Professor Chinosole analyzes. Students of literature, politics, gender, and culture will find in each chapter a revealing history of criticism and a fresh critique of one author, with constant sharp comparison to the other eight authors, their life conditions, diasporic experiences, relation to racist systems, “thematic motifs” (46), “tropes and narrative strategies” (47). “The underlying similarity among all of the texts,” as the author points out, lies “in their combination of art and politics” (xiii); all nine autobiographers being political activists as well as literary artists, their work is/was “directed toward historically inclusive emancipations” (159).

The book begins with the autobiographies of five men, with Equiano’s “the first full-length autobiography by a captured African recording the Middle Passage from memory” (12). Dr. Chinosole sees Equiano, with his multiple names and attitudes, as a survivor, a shrewd and powerful spokesman against slavery in spite of being partially colonized and brainwashed by what he experienced. In opposition to “many establishment critics” (15) she sees Richard Wright as the poetic and visionary shaper of “both fictional and non-fictional Black militant writing in the United States and abroad” (15), and although she criticizes his brutalized sense of the Black community and especially of Black women, she shows the influence of Wright’s *Black Boy* (1945) upon Peter Abrahams’ *Tell Freedom* (1954) and the use by Abrahams of themes prominent in the autobiographies of Equiano and Frederick Douglass. *African Diaspora and Autobiographies* continuously relates the texts under analysis to one another, creating a history of autobiography in the African diaspora. So,
for example, Neto's journey "from enslavement to freedom" is compared to those of "Equiano, Jacobs, Wright, Abrahams, and Shakur." (59).

The second half of the volume, about women's autobiographies, emphasizes "matrilineal diaspora," that is, the influence of Black women autobiographers on one another and on other women of the African diaspora. Dr. Chinosole begins by connecting the autobiographies of Harriet Jacobs (1861) and Assata Shakur, the latter "a contemporary runaway slave narrative" (117), "a mighty shout" (121) responding to the former. Both works, as expressions of Black women, are contrasted with Uncle Tom's Cabin and with some recent Black feminist novels influenced by "the cult of white womanhood" (104). Of Evelyn Williams's Inadmissible Evidence (1993), a "docu-narrative," (131) Dr. Chinosole observes, "No more lucid analysis of the balancing act required of the Black middle class can be found in Black autobiographical writing" (132). The last analysis is a celebration of Audre Lorde's work, "a pinnacle in the poetic expression of matrilineal diaspora" (135).

Throughout, the book probes and illuminates the sense of self and society in Black autobiography, asserting that by adopting the autobiographical narrative, African ex-slaves, whose sense of self was communal, defied and redefined the meaning of self in Western society "as both individual and collective, singular and multiple, and multifaceted, inclusive of race, sex, gender, class, and ethnicity" (156), so that their autobiographies are "the ultimate textual re-enactment of subjectivity for Africans throughout the Americas" (108). Chinosole contrasts Abrahams and Wright in their understanding of the self as individual (Wright) and communal (Abrahams). Lamming uses "multiple voices" and "shifting perspectives" (72) to express the collective self, "a communal presence" (72), in "one of the most complete dissections of internalized racism found in Black literature" (82).

The volume reveals, especially in its citations, bibliography, and last theoretical chapter, the author's thorough study of African and African-related cultures, literary, anthropological, social, philosophical theory, and literary criticism. It embodies primary research, including conversations with contemporary writers, and a broad knowledge of European and Euro-American literature as well as the literature of the African diaspora. Two of the essays included appeared in earlier form in collections (Sekora and Turner, 1982, and Braxton and McLaughlin, 1990), and one in Dr. Chinosole's dissertation (1986). Interdisciplinary, cross-cultural, and eclectic in analytic method, the author utilizes, for example, new criticism, structuralism, and post-structuralism, suiting the method to the texts under analysis in what she calls "a functional aesthetic" (xiii).
Book Reviews

Layout and printing are attractive and accurate, with perhaps an exception on page 126 where there seems to be an inadvertent use of italics. An exquisite cover by Evelyn Williams "exemplifies the use of ideographics central to oral literature" (xiv) and complements the book's frequent analysis of metaphor and iconography in these autobiographies.

M. C. Davlin
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In the Introduction, Peter Morey states his intention in writing this book: he seeks to investigate the relationship between narrative technique and hegemonic ideologies in Anglo-Indian literature before and after Independence. He analyzes the various works he has selected by asking some essential questions: 1) Is the mediation of positions of domination and subjection stagnant or fluid? 2) Are the writers aware that what they produce is only a re-presentation of India, not the essence? 3) How can post-colonial writers depict the plurality of India in such a way as to avoid the monocural colonial way of seeing? In the first chapter, Morey examines some of Rudyard Kipling's early stories. He illustrates how Kipling's fiction is influenced by the historical situation of India after 1857. These stories, he maintains, are subverted by uncertainties which imperialism would prefer to ignore. In answer to the first question of the Introduction to his book, Morey focusses on Kipling's use of the supernatural. In the supernatural tales, he argues, power relations are fluid because the supernatural depicts an inversion of political power. As Morey stresses, however, Kipling is too much a man of his time for this inversion to be permanent: the previous balance is always restored; any intervention by the supernatural represents only a suspension of the status quo.